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In The Crosshairs. . .

Abby Maitland just landed a dazzling exhibit of priceless Spanish treasure for the museum--and someone
would kill for it. Whether she likes it or not, Zan Duncan has to protect her. But Abby's mesmerized by Zan's
untamed strength and very sexual vibe. From the long dark hair, the thick, hard muscles, and the black
leather jacket right on down to the honed fighting skills and the tattoos, Zan is a master of subtle seduction,
giving her night after hot night of secret, endless pleasure. Then a lethal game of deception, greed and
murder gets underway--a game more sinister than Abby and Zan ever imagined. When no one can be trusted
and no place is safe, their passion may be the only thing that can save them. . .

Praise for Hot Night. . .

"Shannon McKenna does it again. Super-sexy suspense!" --Cherry Adair

"Elaborate plot fabulously worked out from the good guys to the bad guys. McKenna sculpts a powerful
death scene that will give readers chills. Constant danger fuels the senses and heightens arousal throughout
the entire story." --Romantic Times, 4 ½ star review, a Top Pick!
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From reader reviews:

David Dugas:

The actual book Hot Night has a lot of information on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot
of benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. The writer makes some research prior to
write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you can get the point easily after looking over this book.

Jackie Lafond:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try and and must have the free time or they will get lots
of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely without a
doubt. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer will unlimited right. Then ever
try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, often the book you
have read is usually Hot Night.

Tracy Painter:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you never know the inside because don't judge book by its handle may doesn't work at
this point is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not because fantastic as in the outside
seem likes. Maybe you answer might be Hot Night why because the wonderful cover that make you consider
with regards to the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the
outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Danny Solberg:

Is it anyone who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by simply watching television programs
or just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Hot Night can be the answer, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your free time by reading in this fresh
era is common not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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